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ABSTRACT:

Due to the unique nature of social media, many firms have turned their attentions to social media to manage their recall campaigns. However, the role of social media played in the context of product recall requires more detailed examination. This paper attempts to investigate (1) the impact of social media, as measured by customers' discussions on vehicle defects and firms' approaches to address quality and handle recalls, on offline car sales, (2) how the change in social media momentum would influence offline car sales, and (3) what are the competitive actions initiated by competitors and how do such actions affect the above two associations. To address our research questions, we obtained all mid-size automobile recall events and supplemented with social media data on customers' discussions on defected vehicles and firms' recall process from around 1,000 different social media platforms from 2010 to 2015. Our findings suggest that social media discussions can reduce the change of sales after recalls. However, where there is a positive momentum accumulated through social media discussions before the recall, the change in momentum can increase the change in sales after recalls. Last, various competitive actions initiated by the recalling firm can moderate the above-mentioned associations differently.
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